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Book Descriptions:

3w 80xi manual

With its low vibration level for singlecylinder engines, it is especially appropriate for aerobatics
machines in the 10 kg class. Due to the matched 3W muffler system, the engine is comparable to
other manufacturers’ 100 ccm engines because the performance data are analogous. The engine is
suitable for a broad variety of models and distinguishes itself through its reliability and durability.
The programmed ignition curve is exactly matched to the engines and guarantees good running
characteristics in all rotationalspeed ranges. The standard ignition can be operated with a voltage of
6 V up to 8.4 V 2cell LiPo. Our employees develop, construct and manufacture a wide range of
engines from 1cylinder to 6cylinder engines for ambitious competition and hobby pilots. Vibrations
are minimized whereby the model and electronics are preserved in the long term. The noise level is
reduced at the same time. The engine is suitable for a broad variety of models and distinguishes
itself through its reliability, durability, and power. Here the engines are optimized for performance
enhancement. The transfer ports in the cylinder are modified and suitably reworked in the
crankcase. The individual cylinders’ compression is adjusted in multiplecylinder engines.
Compression is increased. The following benefits result from this The engine’s torque and power are
increased. Throttle response improves in a lower RPM range. Both ignitions work independently of
one another here. The following benefits can be achieved using the TS version To process your
inquiries as quickly as possible, we kindly ask you to use the contact opportunities on the
right.http://saeronbio.com/userData/board/comet-gp-15-manual.xml

3w 80xi manual, 3w 80xi manual pdf, 3w 80xi manual download, 3w 80xi manuals, 3w
80xi manual free.

Multirotors Drones Drones Talk Multirotor Beginner Specific Models of MultiRotors and Drones
Micro Multirotors Mini Multirotors Aerial Pictures and Video Showcase Scratchbuilt Multirotors
Multirotor Electronics Multirotor Power Systems MultiRotor Apps and Related Software Multirotor
Events FPV FirstPerson View RC Aircraft Flying and RC Vehicle Operation. Forum questions or
problems Test Posting Forum Check it out. The motor weighs in at 2,250 grams bare, or 4lbs 15oz.
Also noise is not a issue at my field, only the black bears. So I will keep you posted, will be bench
running it in the next day or two, I am hoping it will pull like the tractor I use to ride on my Dads
farm I am looking for ideas to test my new ZDZ80 RVJ. My 33% Extra 260 wont be ready before next
spring. DanielThat should pull your Extra well. These two motors are very close in weight, should be
interesting to see how they perform. Because it is so cool out I dont think it will over heat. After 4
hours of this it will be ready for extreme flying and full synthetic oil. Does this sound good to you,
anyone. Working on the bench mount right now, I will be running a Bolly Wood 2610 for breakin.
Very much like a Menz S. I will tack it and post pictures and numbers this week if all goes well!ZDZ
80RVJ Bare weight, 2,280 gr Bore 47mm Stroke 46mm 2 ball bearings on crank, Tillotson carb from
what I have seen Likes high octane gas. Both motors can turn 2610 to 2810 props, or so it goes. I
have been looking at both motors with great interest but having a ZDZ 80 Rv, I thought I would like
to try the 3W. Had a 3W 60 at one time and I really liked it. Also its not as expensive, and I am sure
it will work very well too. The new ZDZ 80 RVJ will be a power house for sure, maybe stronger than
the 3W, we will see. If so I dont think it will be by very much I will be getting mine started up some
time this week, cant wait!I dont know why 3W would recommend this
method.http://pechati-piter.ru/userfiles/comet-gp-9-manual.xml

Anyway I will run it up tomorrow after I adjust the carb for good transition and high end. Maybe run
a tank through it easy and then see what it can do, thats it. Too bad my Extra is not ready. All set to
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go!That is with a JMB 80x300 canister on a short header.Decided to keep that motor in my big
Ultimate, too much fun The Mejzlik turns a few 100 higher RPMs than the Biela I think. I wont even
make any predictions for this new motor, however the Bolly 2610 at 6700 rpm would be a good start.
Will be running it tomorrow. The Extra is coming along, its been a busy year, by the spring for sure.
I will post picks when its all framed up which will be in another month or two How would the new
3w compare to the weight of the old 80 rv. I am doing a 31% columbo extra, and wondering if the
weight differene would be noticable.Only 140 gr. I get this weight for the ZDZ 80 off the Amelung
web page I cant weight mine at this time. The 3W should pull harder than the older ZDZ 80 RV on
the top end. Also midrange will be much stronger. At 31% you are getting up to the top end of
engine weight. What is the total weight going to be. Also dont forget the Taurus 52, another brand I
think is very good. Many choices I went to a machine shop yesterday to get tig welding on the KS
header instead of bying high temp propane torche. The header will be ready only next week. Ill
install it as soon as i get it. I think the 3W80 and ZDZ80RVJ will have similar performances except
the ZDZ like more RPM with Mejzlik 26x10 or 26x12, while 3W are torquer engines that like bigger
prop like Mejzlick, 27x10, 28x10 with less RPM. Just my personnal perceptions. Dan The new ZDZ
80RVJ has a longer stroke than the old ZDZ 80RV. The RV liked to rev because it had a short stroke,
and a big bore. The RVJ has a smaller bore and a longer stroke. Also the porting has been opened up
for even better midrange pull. I am not a expert, it just seems to be the case to me.

The 3W does not have as long a stroke as the new 80RVJ and is very close in size to the old 75i they
still make. Actually it is not a true 80cc but more like a 78cc. They just seem to have opened up the
porting, 3W however are know for a strong midrange. I will run my motor this afternoon, and will
have numbers and picks when done. Be careful with your bench test. I have built one last year to try
my DA50 and all the prop nuts broke on the first tank and the 22x8 prop jumped 20 feet away. I had
to much vibrations on the bench test and its better to use a plane when you can. Dan Cactus has a
new 80xi competition twinspark I would like to get my hands on.Being an old worry wart I opted for
an angle iron self standing unit pmaybe overkill for some but the engines cranking out 525 hp can
instantly become an uncontrolled killer. Not trying to scare anyone.just note of caution. When
running ZDZ210s on this setup we always needed a guy standing on rear, lower rail, just to handle
thrust. The 100 cc engines are about the limit for letting it stand on its own. The real use for it, is to
test various exhaust setups. Many of em KILL 50% of available thrust. If that thing moves even a
inch, I will buy 5 more 3W 80Xi Well off we go, lets fire it up! I Dont want it to get to hot. You have a
good eye, that is a sewing machine Well that was fun, went out, set everything up and started it up,
as planed. Flip full choke, power on, pop, choke off, throttle down, 3 flips, put,put,put. Ok, let it run
for a few minutes, warm it up, transition good, go to high end and tune to full rpm. Ok go back to
low end, transition still good, lean it till it sags, back out a bit, transition good running smooth. Ok,
check high end again, fine, richen a little and let it run at 2000 rpm for 5 minutes. Seems to me it
will get stronger than that, however I will have to wait till later this week. Generally speaking the
motor seemed a lot like my ZDZ 80RV.Could be the new Tillotson carb working well.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/69047

However at this time it is making about the same power as the ZDZ 80RV,it turns 6300 RPM on a
Biela prop, much like the Bolly I am using, similar muffler, but the 3W is not set up well yet, or
broken in at all, so there is hope. Fully broken in it should gain 200 or more RPM.The heat rise setup
from running in this manner is instantaneous. On th glow plug engines the fuel cooling is far greater
and so they were less prone to overheating. Once the engine has some time on it and the mix is
really understood for th prop load then there is less problem. They are fan cooled and really
intended to see full load for hours on end NONE of the purpose built model gassers are intended for
this type use. Some conversions tho are good at it ask any model engine mfgrs if their engines are
designed for this. The break in technique recommend by 3W is similar to ZDZ original
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recommendation. They are trying to make everyone aware of how important temperature control
really is to getting the engine ready for use. In the air the engine cruising around is only doing minor
work which equals little heat. All ground running loads the engine just like hovering.The wheels
onthe test stand do not touch the ground When storing th stand you tilt it forward onto the wheels
liek a wheelbarrowI know that the motor could heat up very quick on a bench, and that is why I
would rather break it in flying. Nothing to put it in right now. So I will go out one more time and not
load the motor to much now that the high low settings have been given an initial setup. My 3W
manual does say that it would be OK to run it no higher than 2500rpm for and extended period of
time to help with breakin. However they say not to use continues full throttle while in a test stand, at
least not for more than 10 seconds at a time. I will also try your open stack, vs muffler just to see the
difference. I have a JMB can, the 80300, maybe get a header for it and give that a try.

http://elmariachimexican.com/images/canon-mf8180c-parts-manual.pdf

Still it is pulling well, in a 2122 lb setup, at close to sea level it will be just fine I think!Cactus has the
XI at about.3 pounds lless than the 70. My thinking is bigger, lighter, more power, and a better
flying airplane. I know it doesnt always work out this way but what do you guys think. I am very
curious to see the power numbers between the XI and the RVJ.I agree, more power is good The Bolly
wood prop that I used is a true 2610 that is it is 26 inches long. The Beila that I was using on my
ZDZ 80RV is only 25.5 inches long, so it may not load as much as the Bolly does. I cant try the Biela
on the 3W 80 because it is drilled for 4mm bolts, the 3W uses 5mm. Any way I think the 3W 80Xi will
do better yet. When I did my final tack it was still a little rich on the top end. Tuned for full RPM it
would have reached 6300.Use of this site indicates your consent to the Terms of Use. Use of this site
indicates your consent to the Terms of Use. I am wanting to go more for a scale look and want to
keep everythign in the cowl. I was wanting to go with the DA 85 but it sticks way out the bottom.I
am currently building a Lanier Laser 200 33%, wingspan 2,44m, suggestion from the manual is a
ZG62 or similar. When gathering info for this plane, I found these links In post number 6 from Yukon
Bob you will find that he had the best results with the GT80 on the Lanier Laser.I am still in the
rebuilding phase of my Laser which had a couple of owners before me and based upon the threads
above I decided to go for the GT80, found one that later appeared to be a ZG74, but I will try this
engine on the plane. Did you see this review of the H9 33% Edge. Good luck in your hunt for
information! Both engines had more than adequate power for just anything you wanted to do. The
airplane weighed around 24lbs. I am not familiar with the GT80, but I believe it may be heavier than
what I was using. Nice flying plane, enjoy yours.THis is one of H9 edges and calls for the GT80.

http://elreehavia.com/images/canon-mfc-240c-manual.pdf

, But all the write ups and reviews have the DA 100 on it. I have not seen anyone set up one with a
GT80 or seen one fly with a GT80. I have read write ups before people have done but when they give
you free stuff to try and write a report on its hard to say it sucks. I have fallen for this before, this is
why I would like feed back from real people like you thanks for the help., jasonI too will be using the
GT80 and I also made the performance changes that is required. I have heard that this motor will
perform well however I am sure it wont be like engines with more HP. I also am recovering mine, I
like the way the Gt fits in the cowing. I also know you need to get rid of those mufflers that it comes
with and install the recomended electronic igition. I heard this is a big help for this engine as I will
find out. If it dont work out it will be replace with a ZDZ super 85.Good luck and I will check back to
see how you made out.The engine would hover the plane, but very little pullout. This was on a 24x12
prop; this engine really, really likes high RPM and in my application a 24x10 probably would have
been a better choice. The engine was pretty heavy with the magneto and spring starter so an
electronic ignition would probably help too.Broke crashed or new. I do not have one to finish my
airplane and long been out of stock. Any help be great thanks.All rights reserved. Got this in a trade
for one of my 100cc engines. Wanted to have it for a War Bird project but that doesnt look like I will
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have time. Dont want this beautiful engine to go unused. Never seen a drop of gas. Free Shipping in
the US. Brand see all DuBro HPI King Motor Rovan Unbranded Compatible Scale see all 14 15 16 18
110 Compatible Fuel Type see all Gasoline Filter Applied Compatible Brand see all Compatible
Vehicle Type see all Condition see all New Used Price Under Php370.00 Php370.00 to Php1,720.00
Over Php1,720.

00 Please provide a valid price range Php Php Buying Format see all All Listings Auction Buy It Now
Classified Ads Item Location see all All items listed on eBay.ph Philippines Only Asia Worldwide
Delivery Options see all Free Postage Free Instore Pickup Show only see all Returns Accepted
Completed Items Sold Items Authorized Seller More refinements More refinements. User
Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. You may have to
register before you can post click the register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages,
select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below. UserFriendly Manuals. Product
Instructions. Please try again.It is excellent for minimal elongation, breakpoint and distortion,
therefore it is the best for making Wooden Airplane Propellers.In order to navigate out of this
carousel, please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. In order
to navigate out of this carousel, please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Exclusive access to cleaning, safety, and health
supplies. Create a free business account to purchase Please try your search again later.You can edit
your question or post anyway.PREMIUM MATERIAL Xoar Propellers are ONLY made of the Best
quality beechwood from German Pollmeier Lumber for its excellent physical property. Lumber are
pretreated to minimize elongation, breakpoint and distortion rate which are crucial elements for
making top quality Wooden Airplane Propellers. BEST CRAFTSMANSHIP AND DESIGN Xoar
Propeller, trusted by many hobbyists and Professionals, is the perfect choice for every one to show
off their flying skills because Xoars design and craftsmanship produces industry leading light
weight, high efficiency and accurate performance Wooden Model Airplane Propellers.

opalsolar.com.au/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626bf3c671646---
canon-xl2-instruction-manual.pdf

In order to navigate out of this carousel, please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the
next or previous heading. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings using a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The machine learned model takes into account factors including the
age of a review, helpfulness votes by customers and whether the reviews are from verified
purchases. Diese fertigen wir aus sehr dunnwandigem Material. Interessant ist, dass wir mit der
manuellen Presse auch kleine Serien von 20 aber auch 500 Stk.We use a manual press with a closing
force of up to 800 tons for hydro forming our exhaust arches. These are made of very thinwalled
material. Interestingly, we can also small series of 20 but 500 pcs drive.Our flexibility and years of
experience we are able to manufacture small series costable. Please try again later.Please try
again.Making the Best Looking and Functional Giant Scale German Axial Wooden Model Airplane
PropellersPlease try your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.If you are a
seller for this product, would you like to suggest updates through seller support PREMIUM
MATERIAL The Axial Propeller are ONLY made of 5 layers of Top Grade Black Walnut and German
Beechwood for its excellent physical property. BEST CRAFTSMANSHIP AND DESIGN Xoar
Propeller, trusted by many hobbyists and Professionals, is the perfect choice for every one to show
off their flying skills because Xoars design and craftsmanship produces industry leading light
weight, high efficiency and accurate performance Wooden Model Airplane Propellers.Amazon
calculates a products star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.
The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again.Please try
again.
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Making the Best Looking and Functional Giant Scale German Axial Wooden Model Airplane
PropellersIn order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate
to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again
later.PREMIUM MATERIAL The Axial Propeller are ONLY made of 5 layers of Top Grade Black
Walnut and German Beechwood for its excellent physical property. BEST CRAFTSMANSHIP AND
DESIGN Xoar Propeller, trusted by many hobbyists and Professionals, is the perfect choice for every
one to show off their flying skills because Xoars design and craftsmanship produces industry leading
light weight, high efficiency and accurate performance Wooden Model Airplane Propellers.Amazon
calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.
The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again.After
purchase, you will receive an email with further information. Terms and Conditions apply. Learn
more. Amazon Business For businessexclusive pricing, quantity discounts and downloadable VAT
invoices. Create a free account Representative 21.9% APR variable. Credit offered by NewDay Ltd,
over 18s only, subject to status. Terms apply.Please try your search again later.You can edit your
question or post anyway.For exceptions and conditions, see Return details.With numerous tests
understanding the physical limitation of different kind of lumber from different manufacturers, we
carefully selected the one and only one that fit our requirement of moisture content and physical
property in elongation, breakpoint and distortion. We then validated the design in digital imaging
and other necessary procedures to prove the design not only meets the specs, but also is safe to
fly.After CNC, the semi finished prop comes into shape.

Each prop is manually finished to reach perfect surface smoothness and balance which makes Xoar
Prop stand out from our competition. During the coating process, 2 layers of primer coating and 2
layers of glossy protection coating are applied in order to prevent corrosion. Each of the Xoar prop is
manually balanced. A set number of props were selected randomly in each batch and put on testing
bench for dynamic balance test, RPM test and noise level check before they are packaged and leave
the factory to our customers hands.This manual process is only done by the best trained and most
experienced craftsman to ensure each propeller meets the quality standard.XOAR offers a wide
range of RC propellers in different materials such as Beechwood, Laminates, Nylon, and Carbon for
Gasoline, Nitro and Electric RC Planes. There is a right prop for every hobbyist.Hub Processed CNC
Processed from hub to tip to provide better stability by eliminating visible edges Amazon calculates
a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model
takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified
purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Makes me wonder if its a knock off.
The prop was well balanced and had a heavy gloss finish which is nice but again doesnt match other
Xoar props I have. Prop was not protected well, one tip was slightly damaged during shipment.Sorry,
we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Outdoor Installation Guide. Tropos Networks,
Inc.Sunnyvale, CA 94085. USAwww.troposnetworks.comApril 2007All rights reserved. Tropos
Networks is a registered trademark of. Tropos Networks, Inc.Specifications areLoctite is a
registered trademark of Loctite Corporation, USA. This product includes technology protected by
U.S. Patents 6,704,301; 6,965,575; 7,016,328;FCC Notice to Users and Operators. This device
complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules.

Operation is subject to the following twoThis equipment has been tested and found to comply with
the limits for a Class B digital device,These limits are designed to provide reasonable
protectionIncrease separation between the equipment and receiver. Connect the equipment to an
outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver isThis Part 15 radio device operates on a
noninterference basis with other devices operating atNetworks could void the users authority to
operate this device. Industry Canada. Notice to users and operators. This Class B digital apparatus
meets all requirements of the Canadian Interference Causing. Equipment Regulations. Operation is



subject to the following two conditions 1 this deviceTropos 5320 MetroMesh Router Installation
GuideL’operation est sujette aux deux conditionsWarning. It is illegal to modify the construction of
this product. Modifying the operating frequency orWarning. This device is for outdoor or indoor use
with conditions that no harmful interference toThis device shall notEuropean Union WEEE Notice.
For EU member countries, this symbol means Do not dispose of this equipmentThis equipment must
be collected separately. The return and collection of this product has not been defined at this time,
please. It is important for users of this equipment to participate in reuse, recycling, and other forms
ofTropos 5320 MetroMesh Router Installation GuideStatement for Inclusion in User InformationThe
exclamation point within an equilateral triangle is intended to alert the userThe lightning flash with
an arrowhead symbol within an equilateral triangle isCaution. Read these instructions. Keep these
instructions. Heed all warnings. Follow all instructions. Do not defeat the safety purpose of the
grounding. Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel. Servicing is required when theTropos
5320 MetroMesh Router Installation GuideRisk of personal injury or death when installing this
device!

There is a risk of personal injury or death if the router antennas come nearCarefully read and follow
all instructions in this manual. ByThis apparatus must be connected to earth ground. Do not open
the unit — risk of electric shock inside. Risque delectrocution. Ne pas ouvrir lunite. Caution. You are
cautioned that any change or modification not expressly approved in thisLes changements et
modifications, non expressement approuves dans le presentService. There are no userserviceable
parts inside. All service must be performed byVous ne devez pas reparer les pieces se trouvant a
linterieur de lappareil. LesThe Tropos 5320 MetroMesh Router may contain a lithiumion battery. To
avoidThe RJ45 connectors of your Tropos 5320 MetroMesh Router may source DCSome products
may be incompatible with the. Tropos Power Over Ethernet capability. If such problems occur, make
sure thatTropos 5320 MetroMesh Router Installation GuideThe Tropos 5320 MetroMesh Router can
only be used with approved antennas. See Appendix C, “Approved Antenna Configurations and
Attenuation Settings”Surfaces may become hot. Use caution when accessing the Tropos 5320.
MetroMesh router. Tropos 5320 MetroMesh Router Installation GuideInstalling the Tropos
MetroMesh Router......................... 1. Installation Hardware and Tools............................. 4. Pole,
Tower, and Streetlight Mounting Instructions................. 9. Connecting Cable Attached
Antennas.......................... 18. Waterproofing Antenna Connections........................ 20. Grounding the
Tropos 5320 Router............................ 21. Grounding the Data Protection Device....................... 23.
Connecting to AC Power Category C....................... 27. Connecting to Streetlight Power Category
C................. 28. Safety Information for the Tropos MetroMesh Router.............. 37. Tropos 5320
MetroMesh Router Installation GuideApproved Antenna Configurations and Attenuation
Settings....... 48.

Standard Power Product Antennas............................Tropos 5320 MetroMesh Router Installation
GuideTropos MetroMesh Router Exploded View....................... 3. Example Mounting Location
Antennas Facing Upward............ 7. Waterproofing Antenna Connections.......................... 20.
Grounding the Indoor Network Protection Unit................... 23. Connecting Category C AC
Power............................ 27. Options for Connecting a Data Port........................... 31. Circuit Board
Connection Locations........................... 34. AC Wiring — Photoelectric Power Tap......................... 69.
AC Wiring Power Cable 120VAC, 15A Plug..................... 70. Cable Preparation and
Termination........................... 78. Tropos 5320 MetroMesh Router Installation GuideRJ45 Pin
Descriptions for Data Connection. Physical Specifications Tropos 5210 Series Routers. Power Over
Ethernet Power Sourcing...........................Antenna Specifications and Patterns. Tropos Antennas,
Cables, and Related Ordering Numbers. Tropos 5320 MetroMesh Router Installation GuideRouter.
This guide explains how to install the Tropos 5320 MetroMesh router safely and is intended forThis
chapter covers the following topicsTropos 5320 MetroMesh Router Installation GuidePreparing for
Installation. The Tropos 5320 MetroMesh router must be installed by a trained professional, value



addedThis sectionModel Numbers. An exploded view of the Tropos 5320 MetroMesh router
assembly is shown in Figure 1. Note. Antennas must be installed by a trained professional.
Operating the unit with nonqualified antennasSee “Approved. Antenna Configurations and
Attenuation Settings” on page 48 for a listing of antenna options. Tropos 5320 MetroMesh Router
Installation GuideFigure 1 Tropos MetroMesh Router Exploded View. AuxMain. Pole bracket. Sun
shieldHoseConnectorAC inputQuick tieCable gland. LAN cable. Management cable.
ConnectorGroundShielded outdoorBottom view of Router.

Tropos 5320 MetroMesh Router Installation GuideInstallation Hardware and Tools. Tropos Networks
provides the following accessories to install the Tropos 5320 MetroMeshOne sun shield. Two 4inch
diameter hose clamps. Four 6inch diameter hose clamps. You must supply the following toolsTo
ensure safe and durable wiring, installation of the Tropos 5320 MetroMesh router mustFollow the
National Electrical Code NECThe Ethernet duplex and speed setting is configurable. Entrance
Protector for all power and data communications cables entering a building. The NECNote. Ethernet
data cable installations having lengths greater than 140 feet in the outdoor environment must.
Ethernet data cable installations having lengths less than 140 feet in the outdoor environment may
use. Tropos 5320 MetroMesh Router Installation GuideTropos Data. Protection Device and Network
Protection Units are UL497A secondary protection devices. Location Guidelines. The Tropos 5320
MetroMesh router is a radio device and therefore susceptible to interferenceFollow these guidelines
to ensure the best performanceDirect lineofsight operation is best. Install the unit away from
microwave ovens or other devices operating in the 2.4 GHz or 5. GHz frequency range.Antenna
Options. You can purchase the Tropos 5320 MetroMesh router with an omnidirectional antenna, or
useOmnidirectional antennas are best for systems requiring a signalTo comply with regulatory RF
exposure limits, locateFor antenna model numbers,Note. Site Surveys.
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